
September 3rd 1939 
Battle on the Czech/Polish border (BK28) between 3rd German Infantry Army and 3rd Polish Infantry Army. 

 

Forces involved: 
Germany – dice: 

1 infantry = 1 rifle unit of 4 bases 
3 grenades = 3 artillery units. 
 Re-rolled: 
 1 tank = 2 anti-tank guns 
 2 flags = 2 observer units (for off-table guns) 
4 flags re-rolled: 
2 infantry = 2 units of 3 rifle and 1 MG bases. 
1 grenade = 1 unit of 3 rifle and 1 mortar bases 
1 star = 1 unit of 3 trucks. 

Poland – dice: 
2 grenades = 2 artillery units. 
 Re-rolled: 
 Infantry = 1 unit of 2 horse-drawn 75mm guns 
 Star = 1 unit of 2 105mm guns with half tracks.  
4 stars and 2 flags re-rolled: 
2 grenades = 2 units of 3 rifle and 1 mortar bases. 
3 stars = 3 units of 3 trucks. 
1 flag = 1 unit of 4 cavalry bases. 
 
This game was played using Memoir 44 rules, with 1/300 miniatures (mainly from GHQ) on Kallistra hexagon 
terrain.  Most of the buildings are from Total Battle Miniatures. 
 
Command Cards  
I rolled the 8 battle dice to determine how many command cards each side would receive. 
Germany. Base 3 +2 flags rolled = 5 
Poland. Base 3 +0 flags rolled = 3. 
Medals: each side rolls all the dice.  The number of flags and stars rolled determines how many medals that 
side needs to win the battle. 
Germany. Two flags, one star = 3.  For the star the Polish player determined a territorial objective worth one 
medal.  The village of Lank-Corona on the Polish table edge was selected. 
Poland. Also two flags and one star for three medals.  The Germans selected Zachelmna near their own table 



edge as the territorial objective. 

 
1. OPENING DISPOSITIONS, VIEWED FROM THE GERMAN SIDE.  
SOMEHOW THE POLISH 105MM MOTORISED ARTILLERY UNIT WAS LOST IN THE SET-UP! 
 
The German Plan.  
With two artillery spotters, the Polish forces would be annihilated by heavy off-table guns and the infantry 
would move forward, mainly in the centre, making use of cover, to mop up the survivors. 
The Polish plan. 
To keep the artillery units in play by use of supply trucks, while the cavalry moves forward under cover of 
smoke to take Zachelmna. 
 
Turn 1 
Germany 
Assault Centre 
All units in the centre move forwards except the artillery spotters. 
The spotter can see the Polish 75mm guns, so he calls in a barrage of 4 dice, doing no damage. 

 
 
Poland 
Assault Right Flank 
One unit of supply trucks races from Stronje to Leśnica to take cover in the village. 
The nearby mortar unit lays a smoke screen to cover the advance of the cavalry. 



 
 
Turn 2 
Germany 
Probe Centre 
The rifle unit advances into Skawinki and opens fire on the trucks in Leśnica, which retire to the rear of the 
village. 
The spotter calls in fire on the 75mm guns again. This time one of the guns is hit, and the other limbers up and 
retires. 

 
 
Poland 
Move Out (4 infantry type units) 
The truck unit near Leśnica resupplies the retreating 75mm gun unit, restoring it to full strength (an unrealistic 
replacement of the gun, but the game mechanism works. One truck is removed for each element restored). 



The mortar infantry unit moves into Leśnica. 
The cavalry sweep around the woods on the right flank and attack the second spotting team isolated on the 
hill. The spotters clambered into their Kubelwagen and retreated but the cavalry swarmed after them and 
attacked again.  The Kubelwagen sped off to the south, never to be seen again. 
The mortar infantry on the left flank move out of the woods into Sułkowice. 

 
 
Turn 3 
Germany 
Counter-attack 
The supply trucks turned round and raced for Zachelmna.  They could take no offensive action, but would be 
able to defend for a while and stop the Poles form simply walking in. 
The infantry in Skawinki moved forwards and assaulted Leśnica. Half the Poles in the town were killed, but the 
Germans failed to take the village. 
The MG infantry in the centre moved left to take cover in the woods near the centre, while the mortar unit 
advanced into Harbutowice. 

 
 
Poland 
Attack right flank. 
The remaining two supply trucks restored the infantry in Leśnica to full strength. 
The cavalry moved to Zachelmna.  One supply truck was destroyed, but the village was still held by the 
Germans. 



 
 
Turn 4 
Germany 
Attack centre. 
Realising that if Zachelmna is taken and the supply unit eliminated, the battle will be won by the Poles, the 
German commander diverts troops to its rescue. 
The Infantry MG unit swings left and heads for Zachelmna, which will take two moves.  As an emergency 
measure, the 3.7cm AT guns are also recalled and move towards the cavalry.  They will not be much use, but 
have a slim chance of doing some damage. Neither unit may fire. 

 
The spotter team can neither see the Polish cavalry unit, nor move in this turn to a place from where they will 
be visible, so the third unit ordered is the rifle unit attacking Leśnica, who drive the Poles out and take the 
village. 



 
 
Poland 
Direct from HQ (any 4 units) 
The infantry displaced from Leśnica counterattack, supported by the 75mm guns. As the infantry is a mortar 
unit and may not take ground, there is no advantage in firing first, so the artillery starts, scoring three hits.  The 
infantry contribution with their mortar takes out the last German element and does some damage to the 
village. 



 
The cavalry attack the trucks in Zachelmna.  A second truck is destroyed and the third retreats. The cavalry 
charge into the village and win the game 3-0. 

 
 
Just to use up the last order, the mortar infantry unit in Sułkowice fires at the German infantry in the woods, 
scoring one hit. 
At the end of the battle the Germans have 6 units, the Poles 7. 
 
This concludes the German first Strategic Turn in the campaign. 


